
 

It’s no secret that the future of House is changing exceedingly. Recently, an entirely new type of sound has started to emerge in the house scene, called "Future House". The term originally came about when Madeon released his hit single “Technicolor” in 2014, which featured eerie vocal samples and warped beats. A year later in 2015, Astrix (a pseudonym for Max Siever) dropped his groundbreaking
acapella “Tomorrow” with its non-traditional vocals and abstract sound design. When these two tracks gained significant traction in underground clubs around the world they became known as “Future House”. As the years progressed, so did the sound. Once reserved for underground dance floors, Future House is now being played at festivals around the world. What started out as a softer more
progressive form of House has become an all out sonic assault of distorted synths, distorted vocals, heavy kicks and 808’s. With artists like Madeon gaining mainstream recognition for this new sound people are truly beginning to understand how big it has become. This pack is intended not only to be a staple in your Future House arsenal, but also to teach you how to build the most cutting edge sounds
in any genre today. All of the sounds are 100% Royalty-Free, including the Wavs, Fxpz and Swabs. With this pack, you'll get over 50 new sounds that you can use in your productions. Each sound was made using a wide range of synths, pads and FX. You can also expect to find some modern sounding Live Drums on here. A few of the included sounds are very unique sounding live instruments along
with some sample based synths, plucks and FXs. Each sound was carefully crafted to achieve maximum impact in your music without compromising quality or audio integrity. The sounds are divided into 7 categories This category includes melodic basslines, melodic arps, melodic melodic chords, melodic plucks and vocal chops.

These are extremely powerful percussion hits that you can use to drive your tracks forward. Perfect for adding grittiness to your tracks.

These are great FX sounds that you can use to add character and movement to your productions.

These include the most popular future house synth sounds such as FxPads, Basses and Synth Pads and Arps among others. 

These are also some of the most popular Synth sounds used to make future house tracks.

These include Live Drums, Percussion, Fx and Vox Samples.

This category includes Sound FX that you have never heard before.

The audio demo at the top of this page was created using only sounds from this pack. It represents just a fraction of the 1GB of content you'll find inside.
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